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REFLECTIONS IN THE WATER-MIRROR:
TURNING THE TIDE OF DESTINY
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A Brief Introduction to the Teaching School
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ିࢦڦ؟චμ͞ܮĂᚊෟ
࡚ήĄЩ࠹ሢቚĂ̶ࡊҿ
ିćཌྷঔመുĂڱநޖ
எĄᛷ۰̝ࢦ͕Ăќ
៍ჷ̝هćтˢˬߎ
̝ވĂࡶ൳̱୬̝͇Ąࢦ
ࢦஎˢĂՎՎć୬ቪ
̙ਕĂᙱغĄ͇έα
ିĂኰࢵ̣؟Ăᙊăڱ
࠹ĂЧѣܜćᔵϏυˢ
ζĂઊϺᓠˠݓ
̎ĄீځචۢᙊՏຏ൭͕
়ࢵĂିჩ̝̙ॎĂˠ̖
̝ᙱՐć߇ᙸͽ֗ϯቑĂ
ҖᐝܟҖĂ࣒̱ܝޘĄѺ
Զ̙ᇦĂ༱ࡴϟצćৰ֗
༤Ăд̙ٙᙜĄჟ
ซĂᄰᙸԈஎĄ̎ࠎ
Ăޘѣቡć៍፟ఽ
ିĂᑕঽ̟ᘽĄ̙နি
౻Ăᐝϫཝល͕֗ο߉ć
ܧ୬΄ிϠܔਜ਼ᕩᛇĂ
㙕֢ᔌϒĂѝᙋඳ೩Ăి
ཐڍĄߏͽᝋ၁̢ϡĂ
႙ࣘ߉ćຎྻቡĂೌ
ᘃТវĄᇃܜҎĂࡴ˾
͕ćᄴˠ̙ࢽĂ̎ޠჟ
ᚑĄүܝڱᐷ෪Ăࠎˠ͇
रܑćܜӃҖඳᖠĂ҃
̙ЃिĄ
ψඒࡲωΚ༉ਢᝑᆖᎅ
ऄΔറ॰ᝑ۵ඒऱሐΖ

Text:
The Teaching School emphasizes expedient means and employs beautiful and elegant
literary style. Its teachers are versed in terminology and categorize and analyze the
texts of the Buddhist teachings. The meanings and principles of the Teaching School
are like ocean waves that keep surging and falling; the principles of Dharma are deep
and profound. All these are meant to gather in the attention of the listeners and collect
the scattered thoughts of those who see or listen to a focus. When this occurs, it as if
one has entered the room of samadhi or ascended into the Six Desire Heavens.
The students penetrate the teaching deeper and deeper, layer upon layer, and
they ascend higher and higher, step after step. They may want to stop their study,
but find that they are so attracted to their study that they cannot; they try to fathom
the source of the teaching, but they find that they themselves alone cannot. Within
the Teaching School, there are: the Four Teachings of Tiantai, the Five Teachings of
Xianshou, the Consciousness-only School, and the Dharma-mark School. Each has
its own strength.
It may not be the case that the people in each school regard their school as superior
and other schools as inferior, but there exist cases in which some may occasionally
treat themselves exceedingly well and treat others with scorn. That is why this situation
pains the hearts of “bright-eyed” good and wise teachers, causing them headaches to
see that the school had become so dispirited, and that true talents are rare to be
found.
Hence, these good teachers, with their own conduct or practice, set a good example
for others. Perhaps they practice the Dhutanga Ascetic Practices, the Six Paramitas, or
they exemplify perseverance -- they fall down a hundred times and then stand back
up a hundred times. They may willingly undergo myriads of sufferings, even at the
expense of shattering their bodies to pieces or pounding their bones to powder and
do not cringe or shirk them off. They may keep urging themselves on courageously,
or they may make vast and profound vows. They may forget about themselves and do
good for others, so as to vastly cross over beings with whom they have an affinity.
They may observe the potentials and conditions of beings and then teach them
accordingly by dispensing for them the right kinds of “Dharma medicine.” They
never become fatigued in their teaching. They may give away their heads, eyes, brain,
or bone marrow. All of these are for the sake of enabling beings to return from their
being muddled to their original enlightened nature, to renounce the evil and tend
towards good, to quickly realize Bodhi and to perfect the fruition of the sages. In
their so doing, they may alter between or mix the provisional teachings and the actual
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ψࣹૹ؏ֱঁωΚࣹࢬה
ૹऱΔ౨شԫଡৰړऱΕৰ
؏ݎऱԫጟֱঁऄ॰Ζψᣝ
ભωΚ،ࢬᎅנऱᇩΔ
ຟৰભᣝΔᦫ܃ৰᣋ
რᦫऱΖ
ψټઌᑵᒭωΚࢬڶ
۵ඒऱټઌຍࠄΔה
ຟৰᑵᒭΕৰࣔػऱΔಖ
ৰڍΖψ։ઝܒඒωΚ։נ
ࠐਬԫઝΔܒਬԫଡᆖࠢਢ
᥆࣍ୌԫଡඒΖψᆠ௧ᑫ
ྔωΚຍጟऱᆠړቝՕ௧
ۿऱΖᑫྔΔ༉ړቝֽۿ
ऱΔ߷ଡԺၦৰՕऱΖ
ψऄ৩ωΚהᝑ
۵ऄΔሐৰ৩Δԫ
ԳຟլᚩΖψ᥊ᦫृհૹ
֨ωΚڂ܃լᚩΔࢬᦫא
ᆖऱԳ༉ࣹؾᕩ壀Ζຍଡچ
ֱ༉ਢࣹړრΔԫរՈլؚ
ڐუԱΔຍ᥊ᦫृհૹ
֨Ζψگᨠፊհཋ࢚ωΚڇ
ᦫᆖऱழଢΔࣹრᦫᆖΔչ
Ꮦཋ࢚ՈڶԱΖψڕԵԿ
ਡհωΚ༉ړቝࠩ߷ଡࡳ
Ժऱࢪ㠪ᙰۿऱΖψૉ࿆
քհ֚ωΚ༉ړቝԾࠩք
֚Ղ߷Ꮦݶᑗऱ߷ଡᑌ
Ζ
ψૹૹԵωΚԫޡ
ԫޡΔᦫԫԾუᤉᥛᦫΔ
ᤉᥛԵΖψޡޡೊωΚ
ᦫԫଡሐֺԫଡሐΔ
ԫଡሐֺԫଡሐΖψ
ᒽլ౨ωΚუೖַՈլ౨
ೖַԱΔ֚ࣔᝑऱԫࡳװ
ᦫװΖψᣄᗭᄭࢍωΚլव
ሐڍڶࡋΛ߷ଡᄭᙰڇչ
ᏖֱچΛ߷ଡ௧ऱࢍڇչᏖ
ֱچΛլवሐΜ༉უΚψլ
वሐऄஃ֚ࣔ৻ᏖᑌᝑΛω
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teaching, or use both the gradual teaching and the sudden teaching. Their kindness
even reaches those beings with whom they may not have affinity. Their compassion
cherishes all as if being of one body. They produce “long and vast tongues” to teach
beings with the patience of a mother who always kindly exhorts (her children). They
teach with a tireless zeal and discipline themselves with rigor. They become “dragons
and elephants” within the Dharma; and thus, become exemplary teachers for all
humans and gods. They practice the Bodhisattva Path for eons after eons without
ever resting.
Commentary:
The Teaching School refers to speaking the Dharma and lecturing on the Sutras -- this
school specializes in expounding the Buddhist principles. Emphasizes expedient means.
This school emphasizes using superior and wonderful expedient Dharma-doors. And
employs beautiful and elegant literary style. The proponents of this school use beautiful
words and elegant phrases, which are so pleasing to the ears that you always want to hear
them.
Its teachers are versed in the terminology. The teacher is familiar with and
understands all the Buddhist terminology well. He commits most of the terms to memory.
And categorizes and analyzes the texts of the Buddhist teaching. He categorizes the
texts into certain sections or chapters and judges which sutra belongs to which type of
teaching. The meanings and principles of the Teaching School are like ocean waves
that keep surging and falling. The meanings and doctrines of the teaching are like the
water of the great ocean that keeps surging and falling. Surging and falling refers to the
movement of the ocean waves, which have great power.
The principles of Dharmas are deep and profound. When a teacher speaks the
Buddhadharma, the doctrines he expounds are so deep and profound that ordinary beings
won’t be able to understand them. All these are meant to gather in the attention of the
listeners. Because you do not understand, those who are in the lecture assembly have to
gaze and listen attentively. This is a good method because you won’t be indulging in the
least bit of false thinking. This is called “collecting the scattered thoughts of those who
see or listen to a focus.” And collect the scattered thoughts of those who see or listen
to a focus. When you listen to the sutra lectures, you listen attentively, so you will have
no scattered thoughts. When this occurs, it as if one has entered the room of samadhi
or ascended into the Six Desire Heavens. It is like when you enter the room of samadhi
power. It is also like when you ascend to the Six Desire Heavens and enjoys the bliss
there.
The students penetrate the teaching deeper and deeper, layer upon layer. Upon
having listened to one sentence, you immediately want to listen to the next one. Thus, you
keep penetrating deeper and deeper. And they ascend higher and higher, step after step.
The principles you hear keep becoming more mysterious, one after another. They may
want to stop their study, but find that they are so attracted to their study that they
cannot. You may want to take a break or stop, yet you cannot. You go again tomorrow and
listen to the sutra lecture. They try to fathom the source of the teaching but find that
they themselves cannot. You do not know how deep these principles are. Where is the
source of the fountain? Where is the bottom of the ocean? Because you don’t know, you
then think, “I’m not sure how the Dharma Master will carry on the lecture tomorrow.”
ʳʳ !FTo be continued

